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OK so we pick up where we left off, Kain and Keetha were still making out, the kobold 

had taken off for parts unknown and the rest of the party was at the table. Suddenly 

Jase appears from a portal and was rather put out that the party didn't care that she 

vanished. They tried to tell her otherwise but she had seen the truth. They had just 

acted like it was no big deal. 

 

Regardless, she proceeds to tell them of her adventures in the wild magic. She tells them 

of the Jewel Riders who rode the wild magic thru travel trees. It was suggested that 

they find the travel trees and the magic stones they can use the travel trees to move 

around and it might help them find out who is doing this. She also mentions that she was 

told friendship is magic! 

So when morning came Kain is summoned before the queen for what happened last night. 

(The kobold incident, not him and Keetha) and she asked him about the Kobold and why 

he let that happen. He explained that the kobold was forced on them by drusilla. The 

queen understands. She knows about drusilla and knows not to mess with her. However, 

upon hearing of Jaise's adventure and the jewel riders, the queen directs them to 

Katherine as this was Katherine's favorite stories. 

 

So, our intrepid party heads to Katherine's tower, she starts to tell them all about the 

Jewel riders and really wants to hear Jaise's story. However, Kain couldn't wait so after 

getting the basic story tells everybody time to go. This did not please the royal 

enchantress at all as she wanted to get more details from Jaise. After leaving the group 

encounters a druid by the name of Jannalor Maggeiros and they ask him if his druid leader 

knows anything about the travel trees. He tells them that he will see and will come back 

tomorrow and let them know if his master will meet with them.  Meanwhile tansey decides 

to steal the black bat necklace the weapon shop owner, barbara had. Waiting until after 

hours, tansey hides with her cloak. She manages to get the necklace off Barbara's neck 

w/o the woman knowing. She comes back and has fiddle “Identify” it! He tells them it can 

cast fireballs. (I suspect Kain knows all about that after his night with Keetha!) 

 

 The next day Jannalor comes back and tells the gang he will take them to his leader so 

to speak. So, the party with their new companion deputy Bob. (“Deputy Bob! Deputy Bob!” 

Shut up vince! Go back to your cartoon!) head out to meet the head druid in this area, 

Lhoris Phirieth. They ask him about the travel trees and he tells them he doesn't know 

anything but he knows a dryad who might. He leads them to a special grove where they 



meet a dryad named Alicia. She tells them that avalon existed long ago. The travel trees 

look just like other trees. However, the trees could talk. Alicia didn't know where the 

trees were but suggested they talk to the Lorax. He speaks for the tees for the trees 

have no voice. OH wait, no, that's wrong, she directed them to Granamyr, oldest and 

wisest of the Dragons. She lives in the Magnetic mountains way up highway past the frost 

giants territory and way above Lion's gate pass. 

 

And so, our intrepid warriors ventured into the mountains. Soon they were captured by 

Frost giants. They were brought before the king, One clekvar frost beard. He was not 

happy that they had intruded upon his domain. He told them that they should kill them 

but his daughter had an interest in humans and wanted one as a pet. Kian, brave man 

that he was volunteered deputy Bab for the task. However, Ol' bob dawg wasn't the type 

king was looking for. However, they did manage to strike an alternate deal with them. Go 

and retrieve the mother of all diamonds form a nearby temple. So, they are “escorted” 

by two frost giants, grewthos and agir. After about half a day they come to the hole in 

the wall cave and go in. They discover a golden door at the other end of the cave. One 

of the giants presses some panels and a voice throws them a riddle, they unfortunately 

got lucky and solved it. They went in and the doors closed behind them and out came two 

snow leopards who attacked them and two yetis (Yeti another fine mess they've gotten 

into!!)) so we left our adventuresses in pitched battle with the yetis after dispatching the 

leopards. (wait until PETA hears about that!!!) 

 

So, will they survive? How high is Granamyr's place? Weill Keetha think less of Kain 

because he didn't sacrifice himself to the Frost giant princess? What awaits them at 

Lions Gate pass? Will Kain and Keetha make some “Private time” while on the road? Will 

Kain's Mom get grandkids sooner rather than later? Will Kain ever learn Patience? (He 

will if he wants to keep Keetha around! ;) 

 

tune in next week! Same Dungeon time, Same Dragon channel! 

 
 

 


